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Advantages 
① AirCoin DAO Labs is a community-driven, and multi-sub community-

managed DAO with different language user base. (40+ languages, 7 
different businesses in developed) 

② AirCash has mainnet launched product with over 70 merchants as the 
main liquidity providers. 

③ The design of AirCash’s mechanism covers the arbitration and security 
of users’ OTC assets. The contracts are audited by Certik.  

④ AirCash brings a decentralized way of OTC avoiding KYC.  

⑤ AIR has a relatively medium-level trading activity and tokenomics 
shows a consistent with the actual performance. 

⑥ AirCoin DAO Labs has a medium-high level of mainstream community 
activity. It also has a wide range of community covering. Its 
community covers most media platforms and is performing well on 
most mainstream platforms with a steady output. 

Challenges 
① The mainnet AirCash product is imperfect in terms of its merchant/

witness mechanism.  

② The wallet connecting function tends to confuse users since it requires 
a gas cost and interacts with unclear smart contracts. 

③ Compared to exchange OTC or traditional crypto OTC brokers, 
AirCash has limited currency variety and low trading volume. 

④ Core-team members' information disclosed is insufficient. 

Outlook 
AirCoin DAO Labs’ main strength is its different communities and sub- 
communities. However, product utility and demand is the core factor that 
causes the transformation of AIR from a meme token to a utility 
governance token. Currently, AirCoin DAO Labs’ product workability still 
has a relatively large improvement space.  

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives AirCoin a rating of 
CC, with a positive outlook.
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AirCoin

Project AirCoin

Token AIR

Total Supply 10,000,000,000,000,000 (10 quadrillion)

Industry DAO, Meme, OTC, BNB Chain

Team Size 20 - 50

Official Web https://aircoin.cool/; https://aircash.finance/

Whitepaper
https://github.com/Aircoin-official/AirCash/blob/main/
AirCash_PDF.pdf

GitHub Link https://github.com/Aircoin-official

Medium https://aircoindaolabs.medium.com/

Twitter https://twitter.com/Aircoinreal

Telegram
https://t.me/aircoinrealchannel 

https://t.me/aircoinreal; https://t.me/aircoinofficialgroup

Explorer
https://bscscan.com/token/
0xd8a2ae43fd061d24acd538e3866ffc2c05151b53

Audit Report
Only AirCash has Certik report  
https://www.certik.com/projects/aircash

Financing 

Information
/

Investors /

Competitors Binance P2P, B2C2

https://aircoin.cool/
https://aircash.finance/
https://github.com/Aircoin-official/AirCash/blob/main/AirCash_PDF.pdf
https://github.com/Aircoin-official
https://aircoindaolabs.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/Aircoinreal
https://t.me/aircoinrealchannel
https://t.me/aircoinreal
https://t.me/aircoinofficialgroup
https://bscscan.com/token/0xd8a2ae43fd061d24acd538e3866ffc2c05151b53
https://www.certik.com/projects/aircash
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Established in May 2021, AirCoin DAO Labs is a decentralized autonomous organization 
(DAO), which has built three major products: AirCoin, AIRNFT, and AirCash. Each of them 
has different functions and for different users. We will cover parts of each sector in our 
following introduction to let readers have an overall understanding. Currently, AirCash, a 
decentralized crypto OTC platform, is the relatively mature product that AirCoin DAO Labs 
is now operating. AirCash aims to be the best solution for crypto cash in and out. 

1.1 AirCoin DAO Labs Overview 
AirCoin DAO Labs was established on May 13, 2021, with the purpose of serving and 
empowering AirCoin (AIR), their native BEP-20 token. It starts from the release of AIR, a 
meme token, then evolved into a DApp ecosystem with OTC business, investing and an 
NFT platform.  

According to the whitepaper, AirCoin DAO Labs consists at least of 7 different sectors as 
their applications and ecosystem: AirCoin (the token), AirCash, AirCash Business, AIRNFT, 
ACG Venture, AirChain and Air University.  

In terms of the DAO’s construction, the AirCoin DAO Labs is divided into two parts, 
Applications/Entities and Capital Operation (Applications and entities invested by ACG 
Ventures), each of them has the above 7 sectors and the capital operation part uniquely has 
the other projects sector representing other projects invested by ACG Ventures. 

‣ Basic Construction of AirCoin DAO Labs 
 Source: AirCoin DAO Labs Overview and Upcoming Plans (20220311)
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 A Retail Users-Driven Community 

AirCoin DAO Labs aims to help those who have minimum knowledge about cryptocurrency 
but are interested or already in the crypto market. Meanwhile, AirCoin DAO Labs focuses 
on AirCoin projects and its ecology-related services and empowerment. 

AirCoin DAO Labs’ prosperity relies mostly on well-managed communities. It currently has 
14 communities with more than 200,000 users distributed around 40 countries. More details 
will be disclosed on our Community Analysis page. 

1.1.2 Training, Support, and Incentive Programs 

According to its documents, AirCoin DAO Labs provides full supportive training for 
volunteers. However, the supports are only available through a direct email connection. 
From the public materials, we could not see any introduction from either the community or 
their website.  

1.2 AirCash 
AirCash is the decentralized OTC platform built by AirCoin DAO Labs. It is operating using 
BNB Chain. It allows users to buy and sell crypto with fiat money in a decentralized way. 
Until April 2022, AirCash is the major product that AirCoin DAO Labs launched. According 
to its whitepaper, AirCash, as a decentralized money market, has the following features:  

1. Users can purchase and sell cryptos with their fiat money.  (72 CNY market makers 
are listed as available for trading) 

2. It is built on BNB Chain, so the gas is relatively low. The transaction is settled on 
BNB Chain with transferring P2P. 

3. It needs registration when connecting the wallet. This is gas-costing and interacting 
with special smart contracts.  

4. After registration, users can trades crypto assets with their fiat currencies. It does not 
require a KYC process to access the OTC market. However, most traders need 
private contacts for trading. 

5. It provides a chat window for communication.  

Well, before we dig more into how AirCash’s product performance, it is better to give a 
brief intro about what is Over The Counter trading?  

1.2.1 What over-the-counter crypto trading is? 

According to Connor Dempsey’s article, over-the-counter trading is a trade made directly 
between two parties and takes place without the mediation of an exchange. It is organized 
among groups of dealers in a marketplace without a central location. For OTC crypto 
trades, the two parties trade both crypto-to-crypto or crypto-to-fiat. Generally, one of the 
parties is a firm, known as an OTC desk. However, desks in crypto is normally market 
makers by individuals.

*How does crypto OTC actually work? By Connor Dempsey. https://medium.com/circle-research/how-does-crypto-
otc-actually-work-e2215c4bb13

https://medium.com/circle-research/how-does-crypto-otc-actually-work-e2215c4bb13
https://medium.com/circle-research/how-does-crypto-otc-actually-work-e2215c4bb13
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.2.2 Crypto OTC Market Overview 

In terms of cryptocurrency trading pairs available for over-the-counter trading, traditional 
centralized crypto OTC liquidity providers often support the most liquid trading pairs like 
Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), EOS, Litecoin (LTC), Tether (USDT), 
Circle USD (USDC) and Ripple (XRP).  

Who provides crypto OTC services? It is hard to gather comprehensive data on the whole 
crypto OTC market, but the service provider can be roughly divided into 2 classes. One is 
centralized exchanges like Binance, Kraken, FTX, OKX, etc., and the other is professional 
brokers like B2C2, Circle Trade, etc. Below we select and conclude some large OTC crypto 
brokers to give readers a glance at the market. (Please note the below table excludes all 
exchanges’ OTC information since we will compare this part with AirCash) 

It is not hard to see that traditional crypto OTC brokers have relatively high thresholds for 
size, averagely $270k min trade size, and longer settlement time, averagely T+1 costing. 

‣ Comparison Between Centralized Crypto OTC Brokers 
  Source: Capco, TokenInsight, FEB, 2019 

Name Domicile Settlement Time Min trade size Support Cryptos

Bitstocks Lon T+3 £5,000 BTC

Circle Trade NY, Lon, HK Not disclosed $250,000
BTC, BCH, ETH, 
etc.

Cumberland Mining Chicago T+1 $100,000 30+ Crypto, 12 Fiat

Genesis Trading NY Not disclosed $75,000 7 Cryptos

IBC Group
US, Dudai, 
Lon

Not disclosed -
BTC, LTC, ETH, 
etc.

itBit US Mostly T+1 $100,000 7 Cryptos

Enigma Securities UK, Global Mostly T+0 - 7+ Cryptos, 4 Fiat

Octagon Strategy HK Mostly T+0 - Not disclosed

SFOX US Not applicable - Not disclosed

B2C2 Lon T+3 $1,000,000 7 crypto

XBTO Bermuda Not Disclosed $350,000 Not disclosed

QCP Capital Singapore Mostly T+0 - Not disclosed

* Details about Capo’s The OTC Crypto Market: At A Glance: https://www.capco.com/-/media/CapcoMedia/The-
Crypto-OTC-Market-At-A-Glance_v5.ashx

https://www.capco.com/-/media/CapcoMedia/The-Crypto-OTC-Market-At-A-Glance_v5.ashx
https://www.capco.com/-/media/CapcoMedia/The-Crypto-OTC-Market-At-A-Glance_v5.ashx
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.2.3 AirCash’ Merchant Mechanism 

AirCash uses a merchant/witness/congressman mechanism to maintain a sustainable OTC 
market operating in a decentralized way. It has three basic roles in the system. 

1. Merchant: Stake at least 10 billion AirCoin and you automatically become a Merchant. 
Only Merchants have the right to advertise buying and selling in the system. Merchants 
can make a huge profit on each transaction. There is no limit to the number of 
Merchants allowed.  

2. Witness: To stake 100 billion AirCoin and you will automatically become a Witness. 
Witness is the judge of the AirCash system. The witness will handle complaints when 
they arise. Witness protects the honest traders and punishes fraudsters. 
The Witness mechanism is the credit system of the AirCash trading system. Handling 
complaints will pay off if Witness exercises his responsibilities with integrity. Witness will 
receive 1million AirCoin for processing each complaint. There is no limit to the number 
of Witnesses allowed.  

3. Congressman: To stake 1 trillion AirCoin and you will become a Congressman. Only 
5 Congressmen are allowed. Congressman is the final judge in AirCash system. If anyone 
is not satisfied with the ruling by Witness, Congressman will step in for a final judgment. 
Congressman will preserve the benefit of the traders with integrity, as well as the rational 
Witness; and punish fraudsters. The Congressman mechanism is the last credit safeguard 
in AirCash system. Trusting Congressman means trusting AirCash application. More and 
more people will use AirCash simply because Congressmen are rational, fair, and 
impartial. A Congressman with integrity is paid 10million AirCoin for every complaint he 
handles. In case Congressman’s ruling is not in agreement with that of Witness, it is 
considered Witness made the wrong judgment and 2million AirCoin will be deducted 
from Witness (1 milion incentive will be retrieved + 1 million penalty). 

4. Congressman Election: Phase One, the volunteer congress; 5 congressmen will be 
elected by AirCoin DAO Labs volunteers. Phase Two, is the DAO congress; when the 
DAO decentralized community governance system is fully completed, we shall 
commence the Congressman election. The election will be held every 6 months and 5 
new Congressmen will replace the previous ones by-election.

* The mechanism is disclosed in AirCoin DAO Labs Overview and Upcoming Plans (20220311)

However, in their official Discord 
channel, or any other communities, 
we have not found a voting 
platform to let users/token stakers 
vote. At least, this election voting 
information is not transparent.  

Meanwhile, the 100 billion AirCoin 
holders cannot find a place on the 
website to stake and become a 
witness, nor do the 1 trillion AirCoin 
holders who want to become a 
Congressman. 

‣ Only one security irrelevant proposal  
  Source: snapshot, TokenInsight, APR 27, 2022
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.2.4 AirCash Product Experience 

Users need to connect their wallets to access the OTC P2P market. However, when users 
click the button “Connect Wallet”, a pop window of users’ metamask will ask them to 
register. The process interacts with AirCash's contract consuming a small portion of BNB as 
gas.  

‣ AirCoin’s Register Interacting Page 
Source: AirCash, Metamask, TokenInsight

Although the contracts are audited by Certik, it still confused some users since users may 
be alert to suppose whether the asking of that contract interaction is a scam or not. We 
have asked this question in AirCash’s community, below are the official answers they 
provided.  

‣ AirCoin’s Official Answers to The Registration 
Source: AirCash Discord Community, TokenInsight. APR 26, 2022
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

After connecting the wallet, there are P2P and Express sectors on the main page of AirCash 
website. In the sector P2P and Module Buy, it lists 7 different OTC merchants' information 
like name (usually address), online status, credit score, the amounts of locked AIR token, 
available crypto assets, limit size interval and the fiat price for the crypto assets. Users can 
choose from USDT, USDC, and BUSD to buy. But currently, of the total 7 merchants, all of 
the market makers support USDT/CNY only. As for the sector P2P and Module Sell, it lists 
66 different OTC merchants’ information like name (usually address), online status, credit 
score, the amounts of locked AIR token, available crypto assets, limit size interval and the 
fiat price for the crypto assets. Users can choose from USDT, USDC, and BUSD to buy. But 
currently, of the total 64 active merchants, all of the market makers support USDT/CNY only.  

Both Buy and Sell lists are ranked by the latest. Users can also choose other order rules.  

‣ AirCash P2P Sector Screenshot 
Source: aircash.finance, TokenInsight

When a user decides which merchant he/she wants to take, he/she will click the buy/sell 
button entering the detailed page. The detailed OTC page includes a chat window, a 
convertor, an information sector that includes payment methods, available balances of the 
buyer/seller, terms and conditions, etc. After placing the order, both parties must contact 
each other to finish the order. The Buyer transfers fiat money directly to the Seller and 
confirms the payment. The Seller verifies and confirms the receipt of payment. The smart 
contract automatically releases the tokens to the Buyer's wallet. 

‣ AirCash P2P Detailed Page 
Source: aircash.finance, TokenInsight
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

1.2.5 AirCash Performance and Comparison 

TokenInsight concludes the following data as a performance metric for AirCash. By 
comparing, AirCash is behind in both volume and diversity of supported fiat/
cryptocurrencies. However, AirCash has relatively low minimum trade requirements.  

‣ AirCash Performance Metric and Comparison with Binance P2P 
Source: aircash.finance, Binance.com, TokenInsight. APR 27, 2022

Catagory AirCash Binance P2P

Centralized/decentralized
Decentralized (BNB 

Chain transfer)
Centralized

Supported Cryptos USDT
USDT, BTC, BUSD, BNB, ETH, DOGE, 

DAI

Supported Fiat CNY 100 + Fiat currencies 

Merchants (Sellers) 64 96 (Only for USDT/CNY)

Merchants (Buyers) 7 325 (Only for USDT/CNY)

Payment Methods
Bank Transfer WeChat, 

Alipay
Bank Transfer WeChat, Alipay

Widest Limit Range ¥635 - ¥590,711 ¥5,000 - $9,000,000

1.2.6 AirCash Conclusion 

AirCash tries to be a decentralized OTC marketplace competition with traditional crypto 
OTC like Binance P2P or crypto OTC brokers like B2C2. It still has a long way to catch in 
terms of the supported currencies variety and the trading volume.  

Another very important factor that has been considered in AirCash’s marketplace design is 
the arbitration power. Traditional centralized crypto OTC service providers rely upon 
arbitration to secure their users’ assets are safely transferred between users and merchants.  

The design of AirCash P2P provides an on-chain smart contract locking-releasing 
mechanism and merchant/witness/congressman mechanism to ensure the fairness and 
security of users’ assets without KYC. However, in the actual product, voting information 
and arbitration processes are less disclosed or hardly accessible. 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Phase Milestone

Token 

• Token Mint Completed 

• AIRNFT Release Completed 

• Liquidity Pool is Available for Trading

Application

• AirCash OTC Market Testnet 

• AirCash OTC Market Mainnet 

• AIRNFT, AirPool, AirSwap, etc.

Capital 
Operation

• ACG Ventures Team Building 

• ACG Ventures Investment Model Exploration 

• ACG Ventures Portfolio Management

Public Chain 
Ecosystem

• AirChain Building 

• Air University Building

1.3 Roadmap 
According to AirCoin DAO Labs’ whitepaper, the future plans are more about marketing 
covering and users acquiring rather than updating AirCash. It claims to cover more than 100 
countries around the world in the future and establish national-level communities in more 
than 100 countries. It also claims to incubate more projects in the future led by ACG 
Ventures.  

Below are some finished/to-do list based on available information disclosed from AirCoin 
DAO Labs Upcoming Plan (20220311) 

‣ AirCoin DAO Labs Roadmap 
Source: AirCoin DAO Labs Overview and Upcoming Plans (20220311), TokenInsight
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02.  
TOKENOMICS ANALYSIS

2.1 AIR Token Economy 
AIR is the governance token of AirCoin. The max supply amount of AIR is 10 quadrillion. It 
actually had two versions in the past year. The old AirCoin was issued on Binance Smart 
Chain on May 13, 2021 by a programmer from California, USA. The current AirCoin was 
issued on Binance Smart Chain on Sept. 6, 2021 and gave up the ownership of AIR tokens 
right afterward. 

According to the whitepaper, its total supply is 10 quadrillion, 95.55% of which has been 
burned; 3.95% of which is forced to lock up (1% will be released every month in the 1st 
year, i.e. the qualified old AirCoin holders can claim 1% every month in the 1st year, and 
then halved every 12 months), the total circulation in 10 years does not exceed 395 trillion 
(as the coin burning is on-going); 0.5% of which (50 trillion) and 200 BNB into PancakeSwap 
for a fair launch of liquidity.  

‣ AIR Distribution & Unlocking Plan 
Source: AirCoin DAO Labs Overview and Upcoming Plans (20220311), TokenInsight

0.50%

3.95%

95.55%

Burned
Old Holders Airdrop
Pancakeswap Liquidity

Subject Unlocking Plan

Old AIR token Holders
1% will be released every month in the 1st year, i.e. the qualified old 

AirCoin holders can claim 1% every month in the 1st year, and then 
halved every 12 months 

PancakeSwap liquidity Instant release without locking

‣ AIR Unlocking Plan 
Source: AirCoin DAO Labs Overview and Upcoming Plans (20220311), TokenInsight
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TOKENOMICS ANALYSIS

2.2 AIR On-Chain Performance  
The actual behaviors of AIR token are basically the same as described in its plan. We 
checked the on-chain data of the AIR and found out that the distribution of AIR is relatively 
matched well with its tokenomics plan.  

The AIR token was mint on Mar 13, 2021, and there is a total of 556,274 transactions found 
in the past year. Until Apr 27, 2022, there is a total of 181,414 holders of AIR with the top 5 
addresses accounting for over 99.27% share of the total supply (95.56% is burnt share). 
Below is the actual AIR token distribution situation.  

‣ Actual AIR Distribution Top 5 addresses 
Source: Bscscan, TokenInsight. APR 27, 2022

0.05%

0.14%

0.46%

3.09%

96.25%

0x00...0001
0x61...db80
0x3d...5fa0
0xfc...ec2b
PancakeSwap V2

The DEX transactions of AIR token are relatively active. Up until April 27th, 2022, the 
Pancake Swap V2’s AIR/BNB pair’s daily volume reached $131,828. 

‣ AIR DEX Transactions 
Source: TokenInsight. APR 27, 2022

Name Pair Price Exchange 24h Volume

AirCoin AIR/WBNB $0.000000223879 Pancakeswap $131,828
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03.  
TEAM ANALYSIS   

3.1 Team Members 
Currently, AirCoin team consists of 20 
members, including 5 management experts, 
and 10 technicians, with 5 market personnel. 
The proportion of management accounts for 
the most of AirCoin’s core team.  

AirCoin’s owner, Gert Munt, is based in 
Randstad, Netherlands; and its founder, 
Mandilakhe Kolisile, is located in Gauteng, 
South Africa. They have not disclosed further 
personal or professional information. There is 
also another co-founder based in Hong 
Kong, with no detailed information available.

14

‣ AirCoin Team Composition 
Source：AirCoin, TokenInsight

25%

25%

50%

Techonology
Management
Business & Operation

Sherly  Hoffman 
Recruiter & Project Manager

Sherly Hoffman, Recruiter & Project Manager of AirCoin. 
• BA in Business Administration & Management, University of Oxford 

Sherly Hoffman obtained her bachelor’s degree at the University of 
Oxford and is skilled in customer service, leadership, and public 
speaking. She is the recruiter and project manager of AirCoin since 
January 2018 and is currently based in Washington DC, USA.

Alexander King 
Ambassador of Nigeria

Alexander King, Ambassador of Nigeria of AirCoin. 
• ACPA in Public Administration, CILGPAN 

Alexander King is the Ambassador of Nigeria at AirCoin since January 
2022. He is responsible for promoting AirCoin, AirCash, and other AIR 
applications, conducting AMA in the community, and attracting 
investors in Nigeria. Before he joined AirCoin, he worked as a field 
sales agent at Lafarge Africa Plc. for 4 years. 
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TEAM ANALYSIS

Abdulkareem Latifat Olaitan 
Community Manager

3.2 AirCoin DAO Labs 
According to the disclosure, AirCoin DAO Labs is a decentralized autonomous organization 
(DAO) established in 2021, which has built AirCoin, AIRNFT, and AirCash. The headquarter 
of AirCoin DAO Labs is located in Cupertino, California, USA. AirCoin DAO Labs is 
community autonomy with no private placement or crowdfunding.

Abdulkareem Latifat Olaitan, Community Manager of AirCoin. 
• BSc in Accounting, Umaru Musa yaradua university Katsina 

Abdulkareem Latifat Olaitan is the community manager of AirCoin 
since April 2022. She graduated with a BSc in Accounting in 2018. She 
is a crypto community moderator, a social media marketer, a content 
creator, and a team manager in AirCoin.

Somtochukwu Uk-nsitem, Promoter of AirCoin. 
• Undergraduate, Pure and Industrial Chemistry, University of Port 

Harcourt 

Somtochukwu Uk-nsitem is the promoter of AirCoin since October 
2021. He is currently an undergraduate student majoring in pure and 
industrial chemistry. He is also a media and technical personnel in 
Divine power media and technical house since 2019.

Somtochukwu Uk-nsitem 
Promoter
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04.  
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS   

According to the observation of AirCoin community by TokenInsight, by April 27, 2022, 
there are 84,870 followers on Twitter and 1,313 posts. The official Telegram account has 
51,084 subscribers and 45,131 community members. Besides, the number of AirCoin’s 
followers on Facebook and Instagram is 26,342 and 21,132 respectively. AirCoin’s official 
YouTube channel has 429 subscribers, with 4 videos uploaded since December 20, 2021. 

AirCoin has also built a community on Forum with 10 sub-communities in different 7 
languages, including English, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Bahasa Indonesia, Korean, and 
Hindi. There are 380 users in total on Forum, but the activity of users in each sub-
community is relatively low, with only 59 posts in even the most active English-speaking 
community. 

Overall, AirCoin has a sense of community operation: its community covers most media 
platforms and is performing well on most mainstream platforms with a steady output. But 
some non-mainstream platforms are less active and lack community maintenance, leaving 
improvement space for AirCoin. 

‣ Number of Followers on AirCoin’s Social Platforms 
  Source: TokenInsight, APR 27, 2022

No Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 84,870

2 Telegram 45,131

3 Facebook 26,342

4 Instagram 21,132

5 Discord 5,746

6 YouTube 429

7 Forum 380

8 Reddit 94

9 LinkedIn 85

10 Medium 35

* AirCoin's Chinese-speaking sub-communities on Forum include Simplified Chinese for Mainland China 
and Traditional Chinese for HK. Simplified and Traditional Chinese are counted as one language.
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COMMUNITY ANALYSIS

AirCoin’s visit popularity showed a steady upward trend with some fluctuations since April 
2021. In the first quarter of 2022, the website visit experienced a monthly increase after 
declining, from 12,600 in February to 22,500 in March, rising around 78.6%. The website 
search amount remained stable each month, but with relatively low absolute values. 
Searches for AirCoin mainly come from Nigeria and Venezuela. Besides, the total view of 
AirCoin’s videos on YouTube is 2,458; and the average number of login days on the Forum 
is less than 4 days since the establishment of the community. 

‣ AirCoin’s Platform Visit Popularity and Distribution 
Source: Similarweb, YouTube, Google, TokenInsight. APR 27, 2022
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No. Parameters Quantity

1 Website Total Visit 22,500

2 YouTube Total View 2,458

3 YouTube Average View 614.5

4 Google Search Amount (Since 2021.05) 1,674

5 Forum Average Login Day 3.55

1. https://twitter.com/AirCoinreal 
2. https://t.me/aircoinofficialgroup 
3. https://www.facebook.com/aircoinreal 
4. https://www.instagram.com/aircoin_dao_labs 
5. https://discord.com/invite/4Gc6DN84uU 
6. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-20apMTQfvwG9NB2R0sIOQ 
7. https://aircoin.community 
8. https://www.reddit.com/r/AirCoinDAOLabs 
9. https://www.linkedin.com/company/aircoin 
10.https://aircoindaolabs.medium.com 
11.https://www.similarweb.com/zh/website/aircoin.cool/#overview 
12.https://www.similarweb.com/zh/website/aircash.finance/#overview 
13.https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-20apMTQfvwG9NB2R0sIOQ 
14.https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?q=AirCoin 
15.https://aircoin.community/u?asc=true&order=days_visited&period=all 

* Forum Average Login Day = Total Login Day Since Establishment / User Quantity
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The report is based on public 
sources considered to be 
reliable, but TokenInsight Inc. 
does not guarantee the 
accuracy or completeness of 
any information contained 
herein. The report had been 
prepared for informative 
purposes only and does not 
constitute an offer or a 
recommendation to purchase, 
hold, or sell any 
cryptocurrencies (tokens) or to 
engage in any investment 
activities. Any opinions or 
expressions herein reflect a 
judgment made as of the date 
of publication, and TokenInsight 
Inc. reserves the right to 
withdraw or amend its 
acknowledgment at any time in 
its sole discretion. TokenInsight 
Inc. will periodically or 
irregularly track the subjects of 
the reports to determine 
whether to adjust the 
acknowledgement and will 
publish them in a timely 
manner. 

TokenInsight Inc. takes its due 
diligence to ensure the report 
provides a true and fair view 
without potential influences of 
any third parties. There is no 
association between 
TokenInsight Inc. and the 
subject referred in the report 
which would harm the 
objectivity, independence, and 
impartiality of the report.  

Trading and investing in 
cryptocurrencies (tokens) may 
involve significant risks 
including price volatility and 
illiquidity. Investors should fully 
aware the potential risks and 
are not to construe the content 
of the report as the only 
information for investment 
activities. None of the products 
or TokenInsight Inc, nor any of 
its authors or employees shall 
be liable to any party for its 
direct or indirect losses alleged 
to have been suffered on 
account thereof. 

All rights reserved to 
TokenInsight Inc. 

Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibil- ity of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are lim- ited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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